


KILLER WHALE WHITEPAPER 



In an industry of uncertainties, KillerWhale stands out as the rst, fully dedicated token to the whales, on the Ethereum 
blockchain. It’s about the healthy mix of working hard, while having fun.

Enjoy the journey on our way to the top, as we make history, of building the largest whale community in the crypto space.

With 100% of the token supply in the liquidity pool, and 1% tax towards burning them, KLW is set to be a deationary token, 
which retains a healthy liquidity, with every trade.

This is more than just a token for the whales, it’s a movement to bring together the top predators of the industry to the Bullrun 
ecosystem.

ABOUT KILLERWHALE KLW



Crypto whales typically possess a substantial amount of cryptocurrency, 
                    often worth millions or even billions of dollars.

Whales naturally enjoy playing in deep waters; No surprice they also enjoy trading in deep liquidity. 
The Bullrun ecosystem is specically developed to accumulate the deepest liquidity for its community members.

Liquidity is locked for 100 years and the contract is renounced. This gives the whales a peace of mind, fully 
controlling the project as a community of the top 1%. Let the KillerWhales focus on their fun and exciting journey 
to the top, where they naturally belong.

                       Welcome to the home of the KillerWhales! Where we work hard and play even harder!



Collective actions of WHALES drives prices upward, resulting in what is commonly 
         referred to as a bull run Whales serve as pioneers, carving the path 
                                   for smaller investors to navigate.



The whales are the silent celebrities of the crypto world, and they are not without 

                           their own paparazzi, called “whale-watchers,”

WHO ARE WHALES?



WHO ARE WHALES?

Crypto WHALES are PIVOTAL driving BULL-RUN in the crypto market. 
When whales start buying a specic coin, their massive investments 
create a surge in demand, leading retail investors to follow suit.

This collective action drives prices upward, resulting in what is commonly 
referred to as a BULL-RUN Whales serve as pioneers, carving the path 
for smaller investors to navigate..

This collective action drives prices upward, resulting in what is commonly 
referred to as a BULL-RUN Whales serve as pioneers, carving the path for 
smaller investors to navigate.



When whales start buying a specic coin, their massive 
            investments create a surge in demand.



WE BRING AWARENESS TO THE IMPORTANCE OF LIQUIDITY AND 
                        SUSTAINABLE FUNDAMENTALS.



LIQUIDITY 

LIQUIDITY is the engine behind any ecosystem and is the element that dictates boom and bust 
cycles or better known as bull markets or bear markets. We have developed an ecosystem that 
organically retains and sustains liquidity in a way that is scalable and self-sufcient.



LIQUIDITY 

This is our claim to fame that will forever 
change how the world views crypto again!

Our mission is to accumulate the deepest 
liquidity pool for the holders.

BULLRUN ECOSYSTEM- Aims to be the most LIQUID UTILITY TOKENS.
             IT IS TIME FOR BULLRUN TO REIGN SUPREME, AS THE 
                           UNDISPUTED LIQUIDITY KING.



THE SIGNIFICANCE OF WHALES

THE WHALES MOVEMENT

The whales signicantly impact liquidity and price stability 
within the crypto currency realm. Their substantial holdings 
give them power over the amount of liquidity available.

Through their strategic trading tactics, crypto whales inuence 
price stability, fostering an environment conducive to trading 
and investment.

The world of crypto currencies has captivated millions with its 
promises of decentralization, nancial sovereignty, and 
boundless possibilities. As we venture into this exciting 
realm, we encounter challenges and triumphs that 
shape our understanding and approach.



In the vast world of the crypto currency market, 

crypto whales emerge as theguardians and 

trailblazers, reminiscent of the iconic blue 

whales. As these crypto whales navigate the 

crypto seas, their actions create impact cascades, 

resonating far beyond their holdings.

Much like the legacy of blue whales shaping the 

oceans, crypto whales leave an enduring mark on 

digital currencies' dynamic and evolving landscape.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF WHALES



ONE community with a purpose, sustainable utility from 
day one and a mission to accumulate the deepest liquidity 
pool for its holders.

WE BRING AWARENESS TO THE IMPORTANCE OF LIQUIDITY 
AND SUSTAINABLE FUNDAMENTALS.

This is our claim to fame that will forever change how the 
world views crypto again! Our mission is to accumulate the 
deepest liquidity pool for the holders.

BULLRUN ECOSYSTEM- Aims to be the most LIQUID UTILITY 
TOKENS.

MISSION & PURPOSE

It is time for BULLRUN to reign supreme, as the undisputed 
                                  LIQUIDITY KING.
Finally, an ecosystem that works for you, and not against you.



KILLERWHALE NETWORK MISSION

SOCIAL NETWORK

Roles and Participation in the Community Being a part of a BULLRUN Community 
means more than being a silent observer. Members can take on roles like contributor, 
moderator, or leader. It’s about active participation, sharing insights, asking questions, 
or leading a subgroup. There’s a place for everyone, and every role adds value to the
community.

We freely give out our personal data to large centralized institutions and social media 
platforms, which in turn monetize that in their best interest. We are strategically targeted 
by customized ads that are eager to relieve us of our hard earned income. Whether you 
are a content creator, a community leader, a social media inuences, or a positive individual 
who enjoys sharing and educating on their experiences, all these in the spirit of 
decentralization.



BULLRUN ECOSYSTEM PROJECTS 

There are many challenges, but also 
opportunities within blockchain 
technology.

Those who will come up with effective 
and proven solutions will benet the 
most and stand strong as market leaders.



KILLERWHALE BURNING MECHANISM 

      KILLERWHALE TRUE BURN MECHANISM

Let's have fun with it! Our Killer Whale wallet 
accumulates and burns 1% KLW Tokens on 
every buy and sell with the sole mission of 
amassing the largest wallet and claiming 
the number one spot on Etherscan

This wallet will retain and keep KLW tokens out 
 of the circulating supply, creating scarcity and 
              demand for the KLW tokens.

THIS IS A WIN-WIN FOR EVERYONE.



TOKENOMICS

                                               TOTAL SUPPLY: 44,440,000,000
The Tax Wallet Has Been Blacklisted, And The Contract Has Been Renounced. Preventing 
                          anyone From Rescuing the tax wallet From the Blacklist.

NO TEAM TOKENS

NO PRESALE

NO WHITE LIST
Meaning that Developers did not share 

Tokens among themselves for free.

There was NO pre-sale before the launch. 

There was no White listm whatsoever

100% OF KILLER WHALE 
TOKEN WENT TOWARDS 
LIQUIDITY POOL

The KILLER WHALE Team Sent 100% 
Tokens into LIQUIDITY POOL, Enabling 
investors to have enough funds to Exit 
as they wish

100% COMMUNITY DRIVEN
100% DECENTRALIZED
100% TRANSPARENT

Meaning that Developers did not share 
Tokens among themselves for free.

There was NO pre-sale before the launch. 
There was no White listx whatsoever

LP LOCKED FOR 100 YEARS

The Tax Wallet Has Been Blacklisted 
and locked for 100 years, preventing 
anyone from rescuing the liquidity 
tax wallet, making BULLRUN Ecosystem 
SAFE, AND SECURE

1% TRUE BURN

The True Burn feature burns tokens, 
with every 1% buy and 1% sell, from 
the total supply. Burning reduces the 
supply and increases the Token Value. 
Scarcity in token supply causes Hyper-
Deation.

CONTRACT RENOUNCED

Renouncing a smart contract means that the 
contract creator will no longer have control 
over it. So no one can mint new tokens, rise 
taxes, blacklist wallets, or other dangerous 
contract functions for investors  and  holders.



serving as a symbol of ”from rugs to riches”, 
we follow the journey of our killer whale, 
starting from zero to becoming the top 
wallet in the community!

The community will benet from the rise of
the killer whale, as these tokens accumulated 
will forever be taken out from the 
CIRCULATING supply.

FROM RUGS TO RICHES



The only function of the KLW KILLER WHALES or BULLRUN token, or 
BULLRUN NFTs, is to grant holders access to all future tokens and 
NFT collections.

Holding BRL should not be considered an investment. No statements 
made in this document, nor any BULLRUN communication channels, 
nor by any BULLRUN “community members” or holders, should be 
considered nancial advice.

BRL holders should not expect any “return on investment”, nor that the 
“BULLRUN team” will work to provide value to their holdings.

DISCLAIMER 
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